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Titan Blue Titan 140mm
Master USB Fan

$19.99

Product Images

Short Description

TITAN new launched Master USB fan is different from other toy level or mini style fans. Noble elegant design
for metal-quality base and professional fan totally present its superb master taste. Professional fan adopted
features high airflow, super silent and long life-time. It matches with TITAN newest unique rotating fan frame,
depending on different users� demands to fix or rotate for adjustable rotating speed, as well as adjustable
airflow area and airflow expansion to make perfect cooling performance. Besides, easy plug directly into a
USB port lets you enjoy cool breeze and present your taste as well.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

TITAN new launched Master USB fan is different from other toy level or mini style fans. Noble elegant design
for metal-quality base and professional fan totally present its superb master taste. Professional fan adopted
features high airflow, super silent and long life-time. It matches with TITAN newest unique rotating fan frame,
depending on different users� demands to fix or rotate for adjustable rotating speed, as well as adjustable
airflow area and airflow expansion to make perfect cooling performance. Besides, easy plug directly into a
USB port lets you enjoy cool breeze and present your taste as well.

Features

Noble elegant design with metal-quality base totally presents superb master taste.
Adopt rotating fan frame to expand airflow area
Professional fan with super silent, high airflow and long life-time features
Rotating speed control function
Four different colors offer kinds of choices

Specifications

Outline Dimension: 180 x 177.6 x 80.5 mm
Fan Dimension: 140 x 140 x 25 mm
Rated Voltage: 5V DC
Rated Current: 0.3A
Power Consumption: 1.5W
Min. Rated Speed: 900±10% RPM
Airflow: 36.92CFM
Static Pressure: 0.02 InchH₂O
Min. Noise Level: <15.8dba br="">
Connector: USB
Bearing Type: Z-Axis
Life Time: 60,000 hours
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Additional Information

Brand Titan

SKU TTC-NF01TZ-BB-D

Weight 0.7500

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 140mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Connection USB

Fan Voltage 5 VDC

Fan RPM 900

Fan CFM 37

Fan Noise (dB) 16

Special Price $15.99


